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the discussion topic

T
o be in contention, organisations need a CISO who 
understands, measures and can change and direct risk 
appetite within their organisation.

Only by understanding the risk appetite within the 
organisation and adapting it to either facilitate change or 
avoid disruption can the security leader of a large-scale 
business optimise and build trust.

We asked: what can the modern security leader do to drive 
the necessary cultural change?  How can one measure, 
manage and change risk appetite in conjunction with 
business leaders?  What role do a common language and a 
shared vision have in success?

Digital Edge gathered together some of 
London’s most forward-thinking CISOs, CIOs, 
CEOs and senior business leaders to capture 
their thoughts on managing cyber risk within 
the wider context of digitalisation.

THE DISCUSSION    

This report has been compiled based on the views and 
opinions of leaders from some of London’s leading 
organisations, as voiced at Digital Edge’s latest event.

OUR SPEAKER
Charlie McMurdie, CyberCrime Advisor lead our opening 
discussion, sharing insight on the changing face of threats, 
response to attacks and the steps she sees enterprise’s 
missing in optimising their appetite for risk. Few are better 
placed to explain where risk can be accepted and areas in 
which there can be no leeway.  

Charlie served as Scotland Yard’s Head of Economic and 
Cyber Crime, and led the Police Central e-crime Unit and 
the National e-crime Programmes. She was the country’s 
top law enforcement officer in the fast moving, complex, 
international world of hacking, cyber-crime and online fraud 
before becoming the Senior Cyber Crime Advisor at PwC.

GETTING THE BASICS RIGHT
It seems like a well-trodden mantra, but getting the basics 
right really is essential.

Digital leaders are out-performing laggards 
by a factor of five and they are not safe 
players. They are agile, forward-thinking 
early adopters.

“Most breaches happen because someone’s done something 
stupid.”

“The sensible best practice we should all be doing goes a long 
way in preventing most breaches.”

“The bigger the organisation you are, the more difficult these 
simple things are.”

“Is it possible to change people over a certain 
age?  I’m interested to know whether there 
has ever been any analysis of phishing by age 
group!”

“The younger generation are just as problematic – there’s 
a similar problem about how much private information is 
shared publicly.”

HOW DO WE QUANTIFY RISK?
“It’s essential to have a clear understanding of your 
organisation’s attack surface.  However, in my experience 
working with different companies, having that knowledge 
is quite rare – especially around cloud and the business 
criticality of connected assets.”

“The attack surface and the business criticality are all 
quantifiable things.  You can use that to create a risk score 
based on the exploitability of identified vulnerabilities and the 
criticality of systems and the sensitivity of data.”

“Once you know what constitutes a high-level risk, you 
can break it down into what you need the business to do to 
remediate the various areas of risk and identify the next steps.”

CHANGING CYBER POLICY
When driving any change, you need to build trust and 
reduce risk.  In the context of cyber security policy, this 
means:
l     Be open and transparent
l     Listen to and learn from the business
l     Policies and rules cannot be binary: employ ‘yes, but…’ 

and ‘no, but…’ 
l     Work within each department
l     Work with HR

“We can’t say no to digitalisation anymore, so that means we 
need to develop education throughout the whole process.”

“Setting up simulated situations and exercises might not 
work for everyone but, in my experience, it is a good way t 
o help people understand security, why it is important, and 
to understand their own roles and responsibilities – to really 
drive that culture within the organisation.”
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“How many CEOs have been prosecuted for cyber misconduct 
rather than financial misconduct?”

“They don’t need to be – the potential for organisational 
reputational damage is enough.”

“I think CEOs need to feel there is a real likelihood they could be 
prosecuted for data misconduct.”

“GDPR will make a difference.”

“Cyber security is finally becoming a business development 
issue.  When it comes to winning business, you need to have 
what your competitor has + plus.”

A POT OF GOLD
We asked what practices help with regulatory compliance – 
what looks “good” from a regulator’s point of view?

“Good is next to a little pot of gold and its at the end of the 
rainbow!  At any one point of time, we can convince ourselves 
that we’ve done what we need to – basic hygiene, good 
password management, user management, levels of control, 
etc. etc – but we never really know…”

“There’s never really been a comprehensive list 
of ‘thou shallst do this’.”

“The regulators really woke up after Talk Talk when they said 
they didn’t know what data had been lost.  They realised that, 
instead of talking about protection and detection, perhaps we 
need to talk about resilience and recovery.”

NOT A TECHNICAL ISSUE
While there is widespread agreement that security is something 
the board need to think seriously about, not everyone agreed it 
should be the primary concern of the IT department.  

“Security is not part of IT – it should sit under operations.”
“You need at least one person in each department being 
your advocate and being responsible for understanding the 
roadmap in that department.”

“Cyber security shouldn’t just be about keeping the lights 
on.  There needs to be more engagement at board level to 
understand the business architecture for the next five years.  
What is my business trying to do?  What markets is it going 
to go into?  We need to build an ecosystem to sustain that 
business model and we need to spend time thinking about the 
future and the new platforms that are out there – because, if 
not, you’re just an also-ran; you won’t be taking advantage of 
everything that’s out there.”
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THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Threat intelligence has an important role to play, but it will 
only give you so much.

“Good sources of threat intelligence will help you to 
understand threats, but it is only one piece of the pie – 
because most of it comes after the event.”

“You do need to be careful about how you talk about the 
incidents you’ve had to investigate.”

“It has a role to play in cultural change and 
digital transformation.  It can help with 
persuading senior managers who didn’t 
perceive the risk hitherto.”

“Boards need to be aware of the threats that exist that are 
specific to your organisation and have the right governance 
in place to enable rapid change if that’s actually needed.”

“You have to relate it back to the operational risks if you want 
the board’s attention: what could prevent your organisation 
making money tomorrow?”

BLINDSPOTS IN THE CLOUD
Cloud risks, in particular, are too often overlooked.

“It amazes me when we are speaking to C-Suite people that 
they say ‘that’s done now’ and they feel they don’t need 
to worry about it.  I have a nervousness about people not 
understanding what they need to manage after they’ve 
moved stuff to the cloud.  People need to understand they 
still have the responsibility and the liability.”

Standards and compliance can be another blindspot.
“People can be quite disillusioned when they realise just 
because their cloud provider is ISO27001 accredited, it 
doesn’t mean they are too.  That’s just about the systems in 
place and the processes they are following.  That doesn’t 
apply to you: you still need to do your own due diligence.”

“When you’re thinking about the sensitive or personal data 
that’s in the business, the data that’s being experimented on 
in your cloud sandpits is often overlooked.”

A LEADERSHIP ISSUE
A recent report by the Insurance company Marsh found this 
year, for the first time in its 17 year history, cyber security 
is of higher concern to the board than internal financial 
misconduct.  Not everyone was convinced, however.
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THE CONCLUSION CLUB PARTNER

Our discussion considered the difficulties of striking the 
right balance with cyber security.  We debated how to 
secure funding and the right kind of C-Suite attention, 
how to develop effective policies, people and technology 
and the respective roles each must play.  

CTOs, CISOs, CIOs and senior business leaders from 
organisations such as Bupa, Harrods, Tesco, Capita, GSK, 
and select others convened for this meeting of Digital Edge 
at Drawing Room at The Ned in London. 

To gain the in-depth insights that our guests benefited 
from, book your place for next time via our website: 

www.digitaledge.club 

We would like to thank our Club partners:

Verizon Enterprise

Verizon Communications Inc. (NYSE, Nasdaq: VZ), 
headquartered in New York City, generated revenues of 
$130.9 billion in 2018. The company operates America’s most 
reliable wireless network and the nation’s premier all-fiber 
network and delivers integrated solutions to businesses 
worldwide. With brands like Yahoo, TechCrunch and 
HuffPost, the company’s media group helps consumers 
stay informed and entertained, communicate and transact, 
while creating new ways for advertisers and partners to 
connect. Verizon’s corporate responsibility prioritizes the 
environmental, social and governance issues most relevant 
to its business and impact to society.

Skybox Security

Skybox provides the industry’s broadest cybersecurity 
management platform to address security challenges within 
complex networks. Integrations with 120 networking and 
security technologies give comprehensive attack surface 
visibility and the context needed for informed action. Our 
solutions are used for vulnerability and threat management 
and firewall and security policy management worldwide.

BlackBerry Cylance

BlackBerry Cylance develops artificial intelligence to deliver 
prevention-first, predictive security products and smart, 
simple, secure solutions that change how organizations 
approach endpoint security. BlackBerry Cylance provides 
full-spectrum predictive threat prevention and visibility 
across the enterprise to combat the most notorious and 
advanced cybersecurity attacks. Learn more at www.cylance. 
com.

Netskope

Netskope is the leader in cloud security. We help the world’s 
largest organizations take full advantage of the cloud and 
web without sacrificing security. Our patented Cloud XD 
technology eliminates blind spots by going deeper than any 
other security provider to quickly target and control activities 
across thousands of cloud services and millions of websites. 
With full control through one cloud-native interface, our 
customers benefit from 360-degree data protection that 
guards data everywhere and advanced threat protection that 
stops elusive attacks. Netskope — smart cloud security.
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